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Good project manager / team leader, convincing softly with proper situation awareness and ... Team Leader, responsibilities included the design of the initial specifications, schedule and .... the whole administration team in their everyday tasks. 
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Technical Skills



Non-Technical Skills



+44 7 932 709 059 +33 6 189 354 89 +33 1 48 08 22 74 [email protected]



Development



Administration



Design



C/C++ C# / Java XML / XSL Perl / Python Lex / Yacc ActionScript 1 & 2 HTML / DHTML / JS PHP / ASP / CGI SQL Shell Scripting Regular Expressions Emacs Eclipse Visual Studio



Unix administration Windows administration Firewall / Masquerading CISCO IOS Proxy DNS VPN Samba kernel Apache / PHP / MySQL HP Openview $ Universe Time Navigator CVS / SVN



3D Studio Max Adobe Photoshop Adobe After Effects Adobe Premiere Macromedia Flash Macromedia Dreamweaver Macromedia Fireworks Propellerheads Reason Wavelab



Libraries



Operating Systems



Business



.NET Framework Win32 / MFC OpenTV STL X11 / XWindow GTK / QT OpenGL SDL DirectX LIFFE API EUREX API Multithreading



DOS Linux (debian preferred) Free/Net/OpenBSD Solaris HP-UX Win9x/2k/XP/2k3/Vista



MS Office Suite MS Project UML Rational XDE Bloomberg Reuters GLWin



• •



• • • • • • • • • •



LinkedIn



Highly motivated, dynamic and creative. Good project manager / team leader, convincing softly with proper situation awareness and fast decision-making. Takes initiative to ensure crew involvement and task completion. Motivates crew by appreciation and coaches when necessary. Encourages crew participation in planning and task completion. Excellent team player, consideration and support of others. Encourages inputs and feedback, solving interpersonal conflicts. Concentrates on what is right rather than who is wrong without competition with others. Effective communicator, open, easy to reach, sensitivity for different aspects of messages. Dependable trouble-shooter and problem-solver. Enthusiastic learner who quickly grasps concepts and technical skills. Customer-focused performer who is committed to delivering quality. Valued contributor who performs confidently and effectively under pressure, and thrives on challenge. Professionally diligent, and respects rules and procedures. Ability to gather information to identify problems. Documents and presents information in a professional manner. Design skills give a special touch to any product delivery.



Professional Experience



Software Engineer, Interactive TV 04/2005–now



BBC



London



As a Software Engineer, I joined the Core Products team of BCC’s Interactive TV platform and have been involved in a wide variety of projects. To immediately get rid of the “we” factor, all these projects, except System42, were designed and implemented only by me: - XSI Generator: An MPEG DVB SI table generator that generates the Set-Top Box binary configuration tables currently used in development and QA chains. I was in charge of the project's design using UML, C# programming and high-level interface design. I also documented and provided training to the development and QA teams. - SyncEngine: Improved a multi-threaded Java server used in production to synchronise quiz shows in order to facilitate the operational teams day-to-day work. I also fixed a few bugs in the Win32 C++ Sync Engine client interface and made some error reporting more obvious. - Trigger Generator: Completely rewrote a flawn CGI script used by the designers to upload and generate automatically new triggers for interactive applications. The refactoring was done using perl and the CGI and ImageMagik modules to generate a clean interface and do some deep image testing to ensure validity of image data. Production integration and designer training provided. - Redlight Experimental project originally launched following my own idea: to bring Macromedia Flash player capabilities to the digital satellite receivers. After 4 months of research this embedded OpenTV application completely written from scratch in C can decode most of Macromedia SWF tags (shapes, bitmaps, animations, sounds, actionscript). This project is pushing forward the designer's capabilities in terms of animation as well as out-sourcing the interaction scripting and could possibly cut the time taken to develop an interactive application by a factor of 2 to 3. - Flash Flick'r TV Prototype front-end Flash application that experiments the next generation of content navigation by offering a Tag driven browsing like the well-known flickr website does but with all the recorded BBC programs. It queries a PHP script that extracts the tags associated to programs from the bbcmacros.com website and generates XML data. This XML data is then turned into dynamic menus overlaying the screen. - System42 System42 is the next generation browser for BBC Interactive Services. It has a template driven architecture that ensures modularity and a complex content referencement approach. I worked on content xml files conversion into system42’s resource files in the form of a WebService and then focused on performance tuning and features improvements. Project Manager / Team Leader / C# Developer 10/2003–02/2005



Epitech



Paris



This project involved the planning and development of a 3D modeler assisted by a Virtual Reality glove from design to completion. Using C# and openGL we had to write a 3D engine from scratch and complex input and physic libraries to handle the virtual reality devices. As a Team Leader, responsibilities included the design of the initial specifications, schedule and distribution of tasks over a 2 years period, organize meetings and animate debates. They also included a strong project partitioning, setup of communication protocols and strong coding conventions as well as heavy version control comment rules to ensure traceability. As an active C# developer, my work was focused on the development of a graphic engine that allows mesh manipulation and direct 3D interaction in addition to the development of the interface engine and 3D Studio Max export plugins. Website: http://zion.labtech.epitech.net



IT Teacher 2004–2005



Intelligent Office / Epitech



Paris



as an independent contractor



I’ve always been a natural at teaching and this is as an independent contractor that I give lessons for Intelligent Office’s clients. Depending on their needs, I have given very different types of lessons including: -



C# for the .NET Framework XML / XSLT / XPath / DTD / XSchema Flash and ActionScript 2 Networking / Security / Masquerading / Firewalling Unix systems



I also gave lessons at the European Institute of Technology in: -



C / Unix X11 / XWindow / GTK



Project Manager / Win32 – MFC – C/C++ Developer 05/2003–10/2003



COS Trading



London



Cos Trading is a London security dealer based on High Street Kensington. My job at COS was divided into 2 parts: First, integrate and improve an existing complex footsie (FTSE) risk management & trading framework (HFC), then to design, set-up, and develop a complete trading framework for the EUREX (HFG). For HFC, I had to completely rewrite a set of peripheral VB applications in order to integrate them into the core C++ / Win32 application as well as optimize it. For HFG, I had to setup everything from scratch: from the routers order to the contract submission, passing by the setup of VPNs, development environment servers or administration documentation and, obviously, the development of a new trading & risk management framework. Presentation: http://michak.net/stage



Project Manager / Flash Developer 05/2001–09/2001



ECS Worldwide



Paris



as an independent contractor



This is in collaboration with “The World MBA Tour” that ECS Worldwide developed a multimedia TOEFL exam preparation package. This package was a composed of a book, and needed an exam dynamic flash interface to accompany it as a CD-ROM. This is how I came to make a proposal, design and develop a complete learning dynamic interface that registers users online and loads its content dynamically. While giving it a fresh and flashy new look, the interface had to respect the interaction methods of a real TOEFL exam. Provided a few photos and sound recordings I had to put them all together to offer the 4 different tests of a TOEFL exam: listening, reading, comprehension and writing. I also had to design the book’s cover and website. Demo version: http://toefl.free.fr



Professional Experience



Project Manager / Flash Developer 01/2001–06/2001



IXIA



Paris



as an independent contractor



For this project, I acted as a Project Manager, leading a small creative team in the design and development of a selling interface for a “new marketing media”. This media is a multimedia business card that contains data when you insert it in your CDROM. In other words, this is a CDROM shaped as a business card that fits in any drive. My role was to design and develop a 1 minute video intro (using 3D Studio Max rendering) that introduced the product to new customers. In addition to that, I had to design and develop a flash selling interface describing the product functionalities, specifications, prices and order form. Demo version http://michak.net/cdcard UNIX C/C++ Developer - HPUX TRU64 12/2000–03/2001



Carrefour



Evry



as an independent contractor



This is the job that made me launch my own company to offer my services to the Carrefour group. Carrefour is the biggest French hypermarket brand and is implanted worldwide. By the time France was changing its currency to Euro, some stores could have changed their currency to Euro while some did not. This is why I had to write, at the main office, a HP-Unix daemon that intercepted all the monetary streams of Carrefour’s world network and precisely converted it if necessary so that every stores, offices and accounts talked about the same price. My role was to design, develop and conduct production integration tests. NT/CITRIX Administrator 09/2000–12/2000



Promodes Group



Chambourcy



As a production developer, my role was to develop C / C++ production tools that helped the whole administration team in their everyday tasks. As a Citrix domain administrator, I had to ensure the highest availability for the Citrix farm by administering the load balancing, integrating and releasing new applications and performing maintenance tasks. NT/CITRIX Administrator 06/2000–09/2000



Lucent Technologies



Plessy-Robinson



The failure of the previous Citrix domain administrator made me reinstall the complete pool of Citrix servers along with all the required applications for the Unix developer population of this development pole of Lucent Technologies. I was also in charge of the domain administration and setup a DHCP server to solve a lot of production network problems inherited from the past. UNIX/NT Administrator –UNIX Developer 08/1999-06/2000



CCF Securities



Paris



CCF Securities is the security broker of the CCF Group, based on the Champs-Elysées, now part of HSBC. My role was to develop Unix scripts, create and configure accounts, setup a new silent application releasing tool and assist the Front Desk users in their everyday tasks. UNIX/NT System Operator 09/1998-07/1999



Carrefour



Evry



This job involved the administration of the new pilot network during its development phase. This is when it started to go live into production for the Polish and Korean stores of the Carrefour Group that I integrated 3x8 team shifts to ensure the highest availability of this new SAP driven system. I had an HP Openview Console and responsibilities included Batch surveillance with $Universe and backup management with Time Navigator.



Education



2006 2005 2004 2003 1998



J2EE and Webservices European Institute of Technology Engineering degree IFIP Project Management degree Bachelor of Information Technology degree Scientific Baccalauréat, physics option.



Languages



French, English and Russian are fluent and basic German



Interests



Software development, 3D design, cinema, graphics, arts, animation, music, architecture, snowboarding, tennis
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CV 

2003-2004 : terminale S spécialité mathématiques. • Participation au concours général de mathématiques. • Baccalauréat S, mention tr`es bien. 2004-2006 ...
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cv 

For teaser of Animation's serie, GUDULE (Ellipse Anime) >> 2003. - For film THE NEST (director: Florent Emilio Siri) >> 2001. - For film BROTHERHOOD OF ...
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Entretien professionnel 

Faire le bilan des formations. Le point sur les formations suivies. Le suivi de la transférabilité. OUTIL-CLÉ : Traçabilité des formations. Validation : Collaborateurs.
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Europass CV - CV Paul RHONÃ‰ 

Occupation or position held Cutting tools section worker ... Title of qualification awarded DUT GÃ©nie MÃ©canique et Productique, Techniques AÃ©rospatiales (two-.
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professionnel air comprimé Outillage 

Equipement: - Corps composite compact. - Poignée anti-glisse en élastomère souple. - Système de frappe à marteaux jumelés. - Inverseur de sens de rotation.
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baccalaurÃ©at professionnel anglais 

Friends of the Earth: (association des) Amis de la Terre hands down: haut la main wild camping: le camping sauvage awareness : prise de conscience.
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l'enseignement professionnel AWS 

30 mai 2016 - Cet enseignement qui qualifie près de 40% d'une tranche d'âge au niveau V (CAP, BEP…) chaque année, demeure un levier efficace pour qualifier, cultiver et intégrer les jeunes dans la société. L'entrée dans le milieu économique pose touj
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professionnel air comprimé Outillage 

-Système de frappe à marteaux jumelés. - Inverseur de sens de rotation. - Carré d'entraînement 1/2 pouce. - Gâchette progressive. - Echappement à la poignée.
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CV Anglais - CV de Nicolas Nobilet .fr 

Master of Science in Engineering. (Electronic ... 2002/2004. Bachelor of Science in Electric and Electronic Systems ... Basic knowledge object Eiffel language.
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Europass CV 

IT Consultant / Project Manager. TeamBridge AG, Rheinhafen St Johann 18, CH-4056 Basel. â–« Customer Account management. â–« Project management ...
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CV Francais 

leurs vacances. - J'ai développé son site web, son SGV, le logiciel back-end (serveur principal), et une application iOS utilisant HTML, CSS, jQuery, Ruby, et.
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CV TAM2022 

Suite Autodesk (AUTOCAD 2009, 3DS MAX 2009, AUTOCAD ARCHITECTURAL). - MATLAB, MAPLE, CASTEM 2007. - MS PROJECT. - ROBOT MILLENIUM.
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CV d'Eric 

Main activity: related to security business consultancy, as cryptography, data ... ENGLISH: good level, Obtained the 'Certificate of Business English' from the ...
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CV AlbanGAUTIER 

2007-2012 : Master 2 en Marketing StratÃ©gique, ESCE Paris â€“ Bac +5. Sep 2008 Ã  Jan 2009 : Ã©change universitaire, Ã  Aberdeen (Ecosse). AoÃ»t 2010 Ã  Jan ...
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CV THEQUE 

[email protected]. Diplôme : * DUT Génie Mécanique et. Productique. Expérience professionnelle : * FOURNIER Ets/Ameublement. Assistant méthodes.
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Donwload CV 

Fireworks. Indesign. Logic Pro. Flash. PHP. Javascript. Final Cut. Java. Maya. 2011 - 2013 ... for recruitement. Graphical guideline, Flash animation, Pdf creation.
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cv 98d6f58ab0dafbb86b083a001561bb34 
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professionnel air comprimÃ© Outillage 

RÃ©gulateur d'Ã©jection. Joint. Carter arriÃ¨re. Ecrou. Support de mors. Joint. Ressort. Poussoir. Mors (2). Support chemise. Chemise mors. Carter avant. Rep. 27.
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professionnel air comprimÃ© Outillage 

Bouchon entrÃ©e d'air (x2). Ressort. Joint torique. Valve inverseur. Jeu de vis. Anneau de suspension. Roulement Ã  billes. Support arriÃ¨re (x2). Cylindre. Rep. 01.
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professionnel air comprimÃ© Outillage 

Pion Ã˜2x6. Pion Ã˜2x8. Corps. Roulement R6ZZ. Support avant. Entretoise 10x13x3. Clavette. Bouchon. Roulement 626ZZ. Support arriÃ¨re. Cylindre. Pion Ã˜3x6.
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professionnel air comprimÃ© Outillage 

dÃ©tendeur entre le compresseur et l'outil, qui permet de filtrer et de rÃ©gler la ... soit de monter sur une sortie ou fond de cuve un filtre rÃ©gulateur. ... Presse Ã©toupe.
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professionnel air comprimé Outillage 

pour les travaux de mécanique sur poids lourds. Montage démontage de roues de .... Flasque arrière. Piston inverseur. Joint. Chemise piston inv. Rep. 35. 36.
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professionnel air comprimé Outillage 

Spécialement conçue pour un confort d'utilisation optimal. Idéale pour les petites surfaces ou travaux de finition. professionnel air comprimé. Outillage. Mini.
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professionnel air comprimÃ© Outillage 

Nous certifions, par la prÃ©sente, que le matÃ©riel neuf dÃ©signÃ© ci-dessous : Pistolet Ã  extruder 2 en 1. RÃ©f. : 334.200 est conforme aux dispositions de la Directive ...
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